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Rainbow

floor cushion
Everyone will love this giant,
colourful cushion, ideal for
inside the house or lounging
on in the garden
BY LINDA ROBERTUS

HOW TO MAKE:
CONSTRUCTION

1
2

Take one set of 30 rainbow strips and cut
each diagonally in half.

Arrange each set of diagonal strips in a
pleasing order. Sew together the first two
strips using a 6mm seam allowance., aligning
the narrower ends. Press the seam to one side
and trim the piece to 38cm.

LEVEL:

iii

fusible webbing (eg
Vliesofix)

MATERIALS:

TOOLS:

i 1 rainbow jelly
roll (Mystique from
Leutenegger was
used in this project)
i 1.2m (1 ¼yd)
fabric for the
cushion bottom
i 1m (1 1/8yd) white
fabric for the piping
i 4–5kg cushion
stuffing
i 5.5m (6yd) piping
cord (7mm width)
i 30cm x 15cm
(12in x 6in) piece of
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two sets of 30 strips,
each measuring
6cm x 55cm

i Rotary cutter, ruler
and mat
i Thread for piecing
and quilting
i Sewing machine
with ¼in foot and
piping foot
i Pinking shears
(optional)

From the white
fabric
i Cut 5cm strips on
the bias

CUTTING:

From the piping
cord
i Cut in half to
make two,
275cm pieces

From the jelly roll
i Cut 30 strips in
half and trim off the
selvedges to make

From the bottom
fabric
i Cut two, 28cm x
20cm rectangles
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DIMENSIONS:
i Diameter: 85cm
(33 ½in)
i Height: 20cm (8in)

Rainbow floor cushion

Remember to kick
back and relax with a
good book when you've
finished your comfy
cushion
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3

Sew the next two strips together, press
and trim as before. Sew the pairs right
sides together, beginning at the narrower end.
Ensure they are aligned at the narrower end.
Press the seam in the same direction as the
other seams.

4

Continue in this way until all 30 diagonal
strips have been sewn together to form
one half of a circle.

5

Repeat to make the other half of the
circle. Sew the circle halves together.
There will be a hole in the middle with a
diameter of approximately 11cm.

6

Fold the circle in half and then half again
to make a quarter circle. Using a ruler or
a piece of string, place one end in the centre
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and find the shortest distance to the
edge of the circle. Mark this distance
all the way around the quarter circle.
Trim all four layers to this line and
open out. The trimmed circle should
have a diameter of approximately
88cm. This is the cushion top.

7

Lay the cushion top right-side
down on the bottom fabric
(right-side up), pin in place and cut
the bottom fabric to the same size as
the cushion top. From the remaining
bottom fabric, cut two circles with a
diameter of 15cm. With right sides together,
sew the two small circles together around the
outside, using 1.5cm seam allowance.
Leave a small gap to turn right-side out.

Rainbow floor cushion

Use this picture as a
guide for laying out
your coloured fabric
strips neatly
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Rainbow floor cushion

8

Cut a circle of fusible webbing slightly
smaller than the small fabric circle and
fuse it to one side of the fabric circle.
Centre the fabric circle over the hole in the
cushion top. Fuse in place and topstitch
around the edge.

9

From the second set of 30 jelly roll
strips, cut 43, 20cm strips and sew
them together along the long edges. Sew a
bottom fabric 28cm x 20cm rectangle to each
end. Pin the ends together to form a circle.
Sew a 1.5cm-wide seam, which should be
approximately 1in long, then backstitch and
re-stitch to reinforce this short seam. Leave
a gap and stitch the end of the seam in the
same way. The gap will be used to stuff the
cushion later. This is the cushion side strip.

10

Join the white fabric 5cm bias strips
to make two long bias strips of
274cm each. Centre the piping cord on the
wrong side of one strip, then fold the fabric
over the cord and match the raw edges.

Attach the piping foot to the sewing machine
and adjust the needle so that the stitching line
falls as close to the piping cord as possible
without sewing through it. Leave 5cm
unsewn at the beginning of the piping, then
stitch through the bias strips to enclose the
piping cord. Repeat with the second length
of piping cord and bias strips.

3

Before completing the circle, trim the
end of the piping cord so that it does not
overlap the beginning of the cord. Do not
trim the fabric at this stage.

4

ASSEMBLY

Fold the bias fabric under to create a
finished edge, then wrap it over the other
side at the start of the bias strip to complete
the circle. Trim the bias strip at this stage,
if necessary. Pin the fabric in place and
complete sewing the circle.

Pin the cushion bottom to the cushion
side strip, right sides together, easing
where necessary. Insert the piping between
these pieces, matching all raw edges. The
unsewn end of the piping should line up with
the open seam in the cushion side strip.

5
6

1

2

With the piping foot still on the machine,
begin sewing 5cm from the beginning of
the piping. Sew through all layers, as close
to the piping as possible.

Trim the seam to 6mm using a pair of
pinking shears.

Repeat this process to insert the piping
between the cushion top and the cushion
side strip.

7

Turn the cushion right-side out. Stuff
the cushion and sew the seam in the side
strip closed by hand.

Linda Robertus is an accomplished quilter who loves to experiment with colour
and printed fabrics. You can find out more about Linda online.
Blog: www.lindarobertus.blogspot.com
Email: linda.robertus@practicalpublishing.com.au
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